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THE TEXT
Today is Saturday. It is a holiday. John gets up at ten o’clock. Then he goes to the park.
At two o’clock in the afternoon, he meets his friend James. They go to the cinema together at
three o’clock. At five o’clock, they watch the sport programme on TV. Their favourite sports are
football and basketball.
I/ THE QUESTIONS

6 marks

Read the text and answer the questions :
A. Circle the correct answer (2 marks)
1. John and James are

a. brothers
b. friends

2. On Saturday, John gets
up

a. early
b. late

B. Circle Yes

or No

(2marks)

a John and James go to the park together.
b They like football and basketball.

Yes
Yes

No
No

C. Tick () the right box. (2 marks)
10.0
0

2.00

3.00

4.00



a John gets up at …
b John and James meet at…
c

They watch the sport programme at…

II/ LANGUAGE

8 marks

1. Complete with 3 words from the box. There is an extra word. (3marks)
happy / am / party / have

It’s my birthday. I ………………..........…….... eleven years old. My friends
and I are having a big ………………..........……....
now. I’m
very………………..........…….... .

1/ 2
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:
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: 

Circle the correct word (2 marks) :

It is eight o’clock. The pupils are in the classroom. They are
(reading/listening)
a story. Their teacher is a nice man. (His / Her) name is Peter.
3. Look at the pictures and write the words (3 marks)

It’s winter. It’s

……………………………… .

……………………………… .

in her

III/ WRITING

Pat is at home. She is

She’s ………………

6 marks

1. Put the words in the correct order (3 marks)

a. zoo / on / go / the / Sundays / to / I /
I …………………………………………………………….……….. .
b. skirt / wearing / Mary / is / blue / a /
Mary

………………………………………………………….….. .

c. guitar / likes / playing / Alex / the /
Alex

……………………………………………………….……….. .

2. Match the questions with their answers. There is an extra answer. (3 marks)

1. Where are you now ?

a. Yes, I can sing.

1 + ……………

2. What are you doing ?

b. No, I don’t.

2 + ……………

3. Do you like the film ?

c. I’m watching TV.

3 + ……………

d. I’m in the living room.

2/2

a picture.

